
WHALEPOWER CORPORATION AND TUBERCLE TECHNOLOGY 
 

 
 
WHO WE ARE  
The WhalePower Corporation is the company bringing Tubercle Technology to the world of Turbines, Pumps, 
Fans and Compressors! 
 
Our patented airfoil technology can produce dramatically better blades and rotor designs which greatly increase 
the efficiency of a vast number of applications, as well as reducing noise, vibration and stall. 

 

OUR TECHNOLOGY 
WhalePower is based upon the remarkable discovery of our President, Dr. Frank E. Fish, of the fluid dynamic 
function of bumps (or "Tubercles") found on the leading edges of humpback whale flippers.  Every conventional 
airfoil employs a straight or largely smooth leading edge in order to take advantage of laminar ("sheet-like") 
flow over the surface.  A tubercle airfoil begins by effectively destroying laminar flow and replacing it with a 
radically different method of flow management which we have dubbed Tubercle Technology. In a nutshell, this 
new airfoil offers radically different, and improved, performance.  
 
Major discoveries always come with a story: Newton had his apple, Archimedes had his bath tub, and Dr. Frank E. 



Fish, while shopping for a gift, examined a sculpture of a humpback whale in a shop and issued a fatefully 
inaccurate observation: “Look at that. The sculptor put the bumps on the wrong side of the flipper.” 
 
The shop manager quickly set him straight. She knew the sculptor's work and that the sculptor knew humpbacks: 
That’s where the bumps should be. A quick check and Frank was convinced the artist got it right. But if the artist 
was right then at least part of the science of fluid dynamics was wrong. How could that be? 
 
As it turns out, what the bumps on the humpback's flipper are for is a deceptively difficult question and one that 
can only be answered with a combination of two of the most complex and difficult branches of science: fluid 
dynamics and biomechanics. 
 
Fortunately, the question occurred to the right person: Frank Fish runs the Liquid Life Lab at West Chester 
University where he has carved out a reputation as one of the world’s leading experts on the biomechanics of 
how animals, from tiny minnows to beavers and whales, swim. His expertise has won him research awards and has 
even led to grants from the Office of Naval Research and DARPA, (the Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency). 

Until Frank Fish asked his question, everyone studying airfoils and hydrofoils and the like “knew” that the 
leading edge of these devices had to be smooth and streamlined. Conventional science and engineering had 
“proved” that even insect debris, stuck to the leading edges of wind turbine rotors, could damage performance. 
Everyone just “knew” that those big bumps were going to destroy laminar air flow. 

Paradoxically, they were half right: Tubercular air foils actually do destroy laminar flow – but – and it is a very big 
“but” – Dr. Fish realized that these blades represented a new form of fluid flow management. 

 
Working in his lab and with a variety of collaborators, Frank set out to find reliable scientific answers. He 
published a paper outlining his thoughts on the matter before he engaged Dr. Phil Watts to help with some of 
the fluid dynamics analysis, which they published. Along the way, Dr. Fish and Dr. Watts filed for a patent which 
was granted. (US Patent 6,431,498) 
 
Then, Frank hooked up with his friend and fellow consultant to the US Navy, Dr. Laurens E. Howle of Duke 
University, who just happens to be one of the leading lights in fluid dynamics. Together they enlisted the help of 
two Navy engineers and the Naval Academy’s Wind Tunnel and with the support of the Academy’s research funds 
and funds from the US National Research Council, they designed a remarkable experiment to test tubercle 
performance scientifically by comparing the performance of an unmodified airfoil to one with the same basic 
shape and surface area but with a tubercle leading edge. The surprising results, published in the leading 
scientific journal, The Physics of Fluids, made news in the scientific press around the world. Science and Scientific 
American ran news stories. Science News ran a feature. Even The Journal of Experimental Biology got into the 
act. 
 
Tubercle Technology was on the map. 
 
Since that time, more scientific research has yielded unprecedented discoveries. 
 



Tubercle Technology blades look something like normal blades. They can be manufactured using the same 
technologies.  But no conventional laminar flow wing can match their performance.  

● They deliver previously impossible high stall angles and that makes for higher lift. Our blades can 
operate at an astounding 31 degrees - far above anything previously known.  

● These blades always stall gradually.  

● Even at previously impossible stall angles they do not pay the usual drag penalty that inevitably comes 
with a conventional air foil. 

This is a whole new kind of hyper-stable flow management. No conventional blade can match it. They change the 
rules for all kinds of turbines, compressors, pumps and fans … forever. 

HOW WHALEPOWER WAS FORMED 

 
WhalePower was founded by Dr. Frank Fish, Dr. Phil Watts, Bill Bateman  and Stephen Dewar in October of 2004 
to develop applications of Tubercle Technology. Dr. Fish and Dr. Watts have granted WhalePower Corporation 
the exclusive right to exploit tubercle-enhanced leading edge technology for a broad range of devices 
incorporating the technology, (US Patent . WhalePower has been issued applied for further patents to provide 
global protection for all such devices. These rights have been assigned to WhalePower. 
 
NOTABLE BENEFITS OF TUBERCLED AIRFOILS  

1. They operate at a much higher stall angle without incurring a drag factor. High pitch delivers more lift 
and that combined with lower drag means more power and efficiency. (Power = lift/drag). This is 
possible because the bumps don't cause turbulence and drag, (as conventional fluid dynamics and 
practice predicted) but instead generate flow between the bumps (the "inter-tubercular channels") 
which is highly organized into two counter-rotating spiral streams.  



 
This photo of a tubercle hydrofoil with dye ejected from the leading edge shows the unique flow pattern of tubercle airfoils.  

2. The streams between the bumps are accelerated so they literally act like virtual fences, attenuating 
span-wise pumping. That pumping and the associated tendency to throw air off the tips of a rotor can be 
blocked and managed by these tubercular flows and that can eliminate one of the most significant 
sources of inefficiency on any rotating machine. (SEE the video at this link 
www.whalepower.com/drupal/?q=node/17)  
 

3. This mixture of high lift, low drag and dramatically superior spanwise flow management can eliminate 
the primary causes of fan and turbine noise as well. 

4. We are confident we can make the best fans, turbines, mixers, tidal generators, etc. In a few cases we 
have already done so. An excellent example of this engineering achievement is the 
WhalePower/Envira-North ‘Altra Air’ fan. An HVLS (High Volume Low Speed) industrial scale fan 
available in a range of diameters that outperforms its competition significantly. See image below. 

 
THE SCIENCE 
As you will see by clicking on the SCIENCE tab on our website (www.whalepower.com), Tubercle technology is now 
accepted as real and very valuable. We have even been in the new fluid dynamics textbooks for a couple of years.  

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.whalepower.com%2Fdrupal%2F%3Fq%3Dnode%2F17&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHKnK5x2pvAL9AiORYmIUIVIXpsgw
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.whalepower.com%2Fdrupal%2F%3Fq%3Dnode%2F17&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHKnK5x2pvAL9AiORYmIUIVIXpsgw
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.whalepower.com%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGvoy9pvVhDMj6xh39o6pKP4rY-VA


 
A note of cautions: any new application for Tubercle technology may require very considerable (sometimes 
expensive) development because, in many cases, this is the first time anyone has made a specific machine with 
this airfoil technology let alone optimized its performance. We anticipate that it will take a great deal more 
money and effort before we can commercialize the host of new products which can be transformed by Tubercle 
Technology. 

This is a fundamental advance: We didn't reinvent the wheel but we certainly seem to have reinvented the rotor. 
 

OUR PRODUCTS  
 
COMMERCIALISED PRODUCTS  

 
We introduced the first Tubercle fan to the market two years ago with our licensee, Envira-North Systems 
(www.enviranorth.com). The fan is called the WhalePower/Envira-North Altra Air fan. This remarkable product is 
an HVLS (High Volume Low Speed) industrial scale fan available in a range of diameters that outperforms its 
competition significantly. It has been very well received and is recognized all over the world as the best of its 
kind ever made.  

 

 
 
 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.enviranorth.com%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGQrZMqRkCtww4x-tf8pa2EHuhmhA


PRODUCTS IN DEVELOPMENT 
COMPUTER COOLING FANS 

 
Our recent efforts to develop cooling fans for computers and servers has already produced prototypes which are 
approximately 12% more efficient than the fans currently considered the best in the world. Specifically that 
means they beat the fans (that have been widely regarded as the best available) on every test parameter running 
on the same motors in the same enclosures. At speeds up to 5000 rpm they deliver more airflow and superior 
static pressure. We had to normalize the operations to 5000 rpm because our blades display much lower drag so 
they actually turn faster using the same amount of. We expect that, ultimately,  these fans may be as much as 
20% more energy efficient when they are fully developed. These same prototypes are already being adapted for 
applications in appliances like range hoods and bathroom fans.  

AUTOMOTIVE FANS  
We are not dealing with automotive fans at the moment but we have done some work on diesel engine cooling 
fans. We are currently in advanced discussions with a major manufacturer.  
 
TURBINES: WIND, TIDAL, OCEAN 
While fans are the biggest opportunity, (mounting into the 100's of billions of dollars worth of annual product 
sales), wind, tidal and ocean current turbines are potentially huge as well. Our website has a report on our 
retrofit of a 10-meter 25-KW Wenvor wind turbine, tested at the Wind Energy Institute of Canada (WEICAN), 
which demonstrated that the addition of our leading edges increased annual power production by about 20%. 
(That report and the analysis of the results by Dr. Laurens Howle of Duke University are available on our website) 
To put that performance in perspective, those results were obtained with the same turbine mounted on the same 
tower at the same test facility. Only the leading edges were different. See image of test blade below. 



 

 

We plan to license the turbine retrofit elements within the next twelve months and to have retrofit leading 
edges for commercial wind turbines under development by mid-2014. 

SUMMARY 

 
We are confident we have an extraordinary advance which can reform millions of products and even whole 
industries. We intend to penetrate multiple markets by generating new products through licensees.  

 
WhalePower Corporation is constantly seeking new partnerships and markets to infiltrate. We encourage you to 
contact our corporation with potential new or enhanced product ideas and our team of scientists, designers and 
engineers will evaluate our capacity to produce it. 

First contact should be with Stephen W. Dewar, V.P. Operations, WhalePower Corporation. 
 
 
CONTACT 
 
STEPHEN W. DEWAR 
V.P. Operations  
WHALEPOWER CORPORATION 
27 TYRREL AVE. 
TORONTO, ON, CANADA 
M6G 2G1 
email: stephen.dewar@whalepower.com 
phone: 416-651-7559 ext 1 
416-569-3421 (cell) 
Skype:   stephen.dewar1 
 

mailto:stephen.dewar@whalepower.com

